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· Wastewater technologies and math presented in basic, understandable terms · Clear, full explanations of unit processes from screening to
activated sludge · Math review focused on wastewater plant and licensure test calculations · Questions and quizzes designed for exam
preparation · Numerous drawings and solved problems illustrating key ideas This book gives plant operators and students of wastewater a
simple and math-based introduction to all major unit processes in the modern wastewater treatment plant.Written with plant personnel in
mind, the book furnishes easy-to-understand explanations of each step in treating wastewater--from screening, through sedimentation and
settling, to activated sludge. The work is designed for operators and managers to run plants and to advance their careers by passing state
licensure exams. Sample questions and problems in the text have been selected to prepare for operator examinations. Each chapter of the
book is devoted to fully clarifying a unit process, and includes sample questions and problems. The book opens with a review of math, as this
is applied to wastewater calculations. Many sample problems throughout give the reader an opportunity to practice and apply math formulas
in realistic wastewater situations. Step-by-step descriptions of math problems show the reader how to arrive at the correct answer. Many
practical tips and sample quizzes are furnished to help operators studying on their own and in courses. Written in a readable, non-technical
style, this text is designed to explain wastewater technologies using down-to-earth approaches comprehensible to students. At the same
time, it provides complete definitions of the key technical terms a wastewater operator needs to know
Administrators who wish to improve the operation of wastewater treatment plants under their management can make good use of the
instructional materials described in this paper. This manual was developed for use by individual or group study.
In a simple, straightforward manner, this book presents most of the major process units for wastewater treatment, addressing what the unit is
and how it basically works. Along with that it provides some of the math problems associated with each unit. Each math problem, presented
in English units, is usually followed by a nearly identical problem in metric units. It also presents new concepts, such as information on
process microbiology, in a comfortable language so the reader can concentrate on the subject matter instead of the language used to present
it. Simplified Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations provides comprehensive and technically accurate wastewater information in a clear and
concise manner. The related workbook provides readers with a place to write in answers and work out problem solutions.

Step-by-step procedures for planning, design, construction and operation: * Health and environment * Process
improvements * Stormwater and combined sewer control and treatment * Effluent disposal and reuse * Biosolids disposal
and reuse * On-site treatment and disposal of small flows * Wastewater treatment plants should be designed so that the
effluent standards and reuse objectives, and biosolids regulations can be met with reasonable ease and cost. The design
should incorporate flexibility for dealing with seasonal changes, as well as long-term changes in wastewater quality and
future regulations. Good planning and design, therefore, must be based on five major steps: characterization of the raw
wastewater quality and effluent, pre-design studies to develop alternative processes and selection of final process train,
detailed design of the selected alternative, contraction, and operation and maintenance of the completed facility.
Engineers, scientists, and financial analysts must utilize principles from a wide range of disciplines: engineering,
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chemistry, microbiology, geology, architecture, and economics to carry out the responsibilities of designing a wastewater
treatment plant. The objective of this book is to present the technical and nontechnical issues that are most commonly
addressed in the planning and design reports for wastewater treatment facilities prepared by practicing engineers. Topics
discussed include facility planning, process description, process selection logic, mass balance calculations, design
calculations, and concepts for equipment sizing. Theory, design, operation and maintenance, trouble shooting,
equipment selection and specifications are integrated for each treatment process. Thus delineation of such information
for use by students and practicing engineers is the main purpose of this book.
This manual is designed to train operators in the safe and effective operation and maintenance of wastewater treatment
plants. Emphasis is on larger conventional treatment plants. It also teaches operators in supervisory and management
positions to use good management practices, including maintenance programs, recordkeeping, uses of computers, and
also preparation and writing of reports.
"Long-established as an essential reference of the water quality industry, Operation of Municipal Wastewater Treatment
Plants, MOP 11 is now available in a revised and expanded Sixth edition. The first major revision in 11 years, this
updated classic offers you a complete guide to the operation and maintenance of municipal wastewater treatment
plants."--BOOK JACKET.
The “bible” of the water quality industry – updated to reflect the latest trends, technologies, and regulations Operations of
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plants— MOP 11 is the industry flagship book, focusing on the operation and maintenance of
municipal wastewater treatment plants. Presented in three shrinkwrapped, hardcover volumes, this classic resource incorporates
the experiences, best practices, and innovations from thousands of wastewater plants. Taken as a whole, these three volumes
represent the most complete package of information available to the wastewater treatment industry.
Handbook of Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations the first thorough resource manual developed exclusively for
water and wastewater plant operators has been updated and expanded. An industry standard now in its third edition, this book
addresses management issues and security needs, contains coverage on pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs),
and includes regulatory changes. The author explains the material in layman’s terms, providing real-world operating scenarios
with problem-solving practice sets for each scenario. This provides readers with the ability to incorporate math with both theory
and practical application. The book contains additional emphasis on operator safety, new chapters on energy conservation and
sustainability, and basic science for operators. What’s New in the Third Edition: Prepares operators for licensure exams Provides
additional math problems and solutions to better prepare users for certification exams Updates all chapters to reflect the
developments in the field Enables users to properly operate water and wastewater plants and suggests troubleshooting
procedures for returning a plant to optimum operation levels A complete compilation of water science, treatment information,
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process control procedures, problem-solving techniques, safety and health information, and administrative and technological
trends, this text serves as a resource for professionals working in water and wastewater operations and operators preparing for
wastewater licensure exams. It can also be used as a supplemental textbook for undergraduate and graduate students studying
environmental science, water science, and environmental engineering.
This training manual is part of a two-volume series focusing on the knowledge and skills needed by operators of wastewater
treatment systems. This volume 1 focuses on the treatment of the liquid part of wastewater. With a renewed focus on "safety first",
we included an entire chapter on safety and highlight safe practices throughout the manual. The laboratory chapter discusses safe
practices and techniques, and provides details about common test methods used in wastewater treatment.
Operation of Wastewater Treatment PlantsA Field Study Training ProgramCalifornia State University San BernardinoOperation of
Wastewater Treatment PlantsA Field Study Training ProgramWastewater Treatment Plant Operations Made EasyA Practical
Guide for LicensureDEStech Publications, Inc
BNR is a fast-growing method of removing biological pollutants (bacteria, etc.) from wastewater. Experts from both the Water
Environment Federation and the American Society of Civil Engineers have collaborated on this definitive work which is intended to
be a practical manual for plant managers and operators who needed current information on BNR.
Introductory technical guidance for civil engineers, environmental engineers and wastewater treatment plant operators interested
in operation of wastewater treatment plants. Here is what is discussed:1. INTRODUCTION2. MAINTENANCE3. WASTEWATER
INFLUENT CHARACTERISTICS4. PRELIMINARY TREATMENT METHODS5. PRIMARY TREATMENT6 BIOLOGICAL
TREATMENT7 ACTIVATED SLUDGE8. AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC ZONE TREATMENT9. NATURAL BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS10. DISINFECTION11. SOLIDS MANAGEMENT.
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